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Harmony in My Head
linkedin.com/pulse/harmony-my-head-clive-porter-brown

 “The Jam” were a British band from the late ‘70’s, exploding onto the scene at the height

of punk, their lyrics contained a lot of political messaging about the social injustices of the

time. An old friend of mine was a massive fan, but he was also politically opposed to

them. A paradox that often puzzled me; Why would he sacrifice his political beliefs in

favour of singing (though not often in key) “Down in the Tube Station at Midnight?” or

“Mr Clean”?

The answer lay in his “value system”, that process, unique to everyone, by which we each

measure the world around us. What is and what is not important to us, what we consider

to be right and wrong, what is and what is not, in our view, acceptable. The guide which

determines what we care about and the choices we make. I say a guide because over time,

with new experiences, we must be prepared to reassess the values that we once held on

high.

Ethics, adaptability, collaboration, politics, religion, honesty, tolerance, flexibility,

generosity, trust, empathy. These are just some of the ways that we present our values to

the outside world, some more visible than others. This is the essence of our personality –

what I refer to as the “Harmony in My Head” (not just a song by The Buzzcocks!).

Bringing people together for a common purpose, things can become big, complicated, and

messy as multiple value systems collide. The truth is that we can not manage every aspect

of the people around us and nor should we want to. Instead, we typically appeal to others

that share an aspect of our own values, creating a sense of belonging to a common

cause. The shared values help to reinforce the belief that we are right in what we do

together. It is in fact a number of people being prepared to compromise on certain aspects
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of their values, seeing that some things are more important than others. This then is the

culture and shapes the way that things happen. In my friends’ case, he preferred the

music over the politics, as an expression of the Mod culture of which he was part. 

Do you remember the definition of insanity? Doing the same thing again and again but

expecting a different result. How then do we make change happen in business? Firstly,

understand yourself and your culture. Now start looking for something different and stop

looking for clones of what you already have. In so doing, look for attributes in others that

offer a different perspective. They will challenge, they will ask “Why?”, they will have

different ideas and offer solutions and want to make it happen.

Bring the new together with the old, and map out the vision, addressing the “what is in it

for me”. Sharing that new “something” that strikes a common chord and builds the

excitement for the change. The foundation is laid, for all those that collaborate, realising

the vision and create the new paradigm and with it, transform the culture and the

business with it.   Putting it another way, creating the motivation to get the right things

done.

By creating a model around shared values and transparency, culture will adapt, change

will happen. You will see the effect in your teams and in your customer engagement. But if

you do nothing, do not be surprised when you hear “that is how things happen around

here!

#valuerealisation #digitaltransformation #valuesystem #people #culture

#organisationalchange #organizationalchange #changemanagement #collaboration

#goals #vision #customerengagement

 

 


